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After China’s entering the WTO, travel agencies have been the major factor of 
the tourist industry, which’s one of the three most important industries. At the same 
time, the interior and exterior business environment of travel agencies have been 
changed dramatically. Travel agencies have to establish a assessment system oriented 
by performance, reflecting precisely the operation information and strategy, if they 
want to survive and make any development, by the means of continuous amending 
business and management methods, orientating the performance of management level 
and the staff. In regarding of the current China’s travel agency performance 
assessment system, most still focus on the financial performance. It leads to short-
term result, and tangible oriented operation. It matters that how to make the 
assessment system precisely reflect the travel agency performance. To offset the 
financial index, the Balanced Score Card (BSC) brings the solution. This dissertation 
majorly focus on this method. 
Six chapters are included in the dissertation: The first part gives background and 
value of the research, and a general description of content and frame. The second part 
is the review of the theories of assessment system and BSC theory in domestic and 
abroad. The third part focuses on introduction of BSC, including principle, feature and 
value. The fourth part is mainly on the example of the Y travel agency’s assessment 
system. The fifth part is the major focus, which is on the research of the system 
construction of the BSC assessment system. This part firstly establishes the general 
strategy of applying the BSC assessment system. Then makes a deep analysis of travel 
agency performance assessment system, in the terms of finance, customers, interior 
operation, as well as the travel agency progress. The indexes of these four aspects are 
established, to prove the fact that the BSC can be used as the reference to rate the 
travel agency performance. The sixth part makes a conclusion. 
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